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Figure 1: An overview of our process. (A) The rendered model, (B) the input mesh, (C) the volumetric gradient marched points,
(D) the adjoining of disconnected components, (E) the endpoint identification and shortest path search, (F) the hierarchy
construction, (G) and an overlay of the final result.

ABSTRACT
The curve hierarchy skeleton has been a foundational component
of Pixar's vegetation pipeline since Cars 2 (2011). This skeleton is
leveraged when building flow fields for texture synthesis, gener-
ating procedural secondary vegetation detail, and as a basis for
simulation rigs. Our current skeletonization pipeline is built around
mesh contraction [Shek et al. 2010] [Au et al. 2008] which is sensi-
tive to the underlying topology. This method creates undesirable
curve structures when modelers add musculature to the trunk mesh.
Technical directors would reapply manual fixes to the skeleton over
the course of iterating on the model. Recent work examining con-
structing skeletons using point clouds and volumetrics inspired us
to develop a new hybrid approach. This alternative to the tradi-
tional mesh contraction algorithm has shown to be fast, reliable,
accurate, and minimizes constraints on our modeling artists.
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1 GRAPH CONSTRUCTION
The general goal of our approach is to create a representational
graph of the input geometry and run a shortest path search from the
base to each tip. Our method begins by converting the input mesh to
two representations, a signed distance field VDB density volume and
a retopologized mesh using an adaptive tessellation approach. This
adaptively generated topology maintains detail while removing
unnecessary topology data, ensuring reasonable run time regardless
of input complexity. Each vertex on the retopologized mesh is
marched along the gradient of the SDF voxel at the corresponding
world space position. This process repositions the vertices to align
along the center, or local minima densities, of each branch segment.
We keep track of the width of each segment by recording the total
distance the point marches. To accommodate varying modeling
practices, this approach handles disconnected and non continuous
meshes by identifying and merging its connected components.

2 SHORTEST PATH SEARCH
With this connected graph, we are able to run a shortest path search
from the root to each end point. End points, or tips, are determined
by evaluating the maximum angle between all outgoing edge pairs
of a given vertex. The angle at these end points will be very small
(near 0°) while the internal points will be very large (near 180°) due
to the alignment caused by the gradient marching. To eliminate
any parallel edges, we populate the VDB with a finite number of
adaptively scaled spheres. Points in the graph that lie inside a given
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sphere are collapsed to the sphere’s centroid. The shortest path
is then evaluated from the root point to each end point using the
length of the edges as weights. The final result is a non cyclical
and compact representation of the original input. This graph is
converted to curves and is used as the structure for the skeleton.

Figure 2: A sample skeleton for a complex white oak tree
model constructed in ~30 seconds. Yellowdesignates the root
hierarchical depth. Blue and red designate alternating sub-
sequent depths.

3 HIERARCHY EVALUATION
The final stage determines the hierarchical structure of the skeleton.
For this, we use a modified breadth first search where branch direc-
tion and width are used as the heuristics for determining hierarchy
parenting. A unique depth value is given to collections of edges that
represent a single branch. We primarily use width similarity for
determining branch parenting, but an angular threshold can also be
used to bias edges that maintain similar directions. Using branch
width as our primary heuristic allows us to build accurate skeleton
hierarchies for non-physical, wind swept, and other stylized tree
models, where we can not assume the primary trunk goes straight
up.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This hybrid topology-volumetric approach to skeletonization is a
robust solution for a multitude of vegetation assets, regardless of
size, complexity, or style. It quickly provides extremely accurate
results, with little to no manual interaction. Once more, this pro-
cess is performed inside of Houdini, where we leverage the built
in VDB and topology tool sets and the ability to execute custom
multithreaded VEX code.

Results were validated by testing on several production assets,
including ones being used inCars 3 . Future work includes providing

Figure 3: A close up of the previous image which depicts the
accuracy of our method, and its ability to identify minute
details.

more seamless workflow integration, as well as skeletonization for
flat elements such as a leaves and palm fronds.
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